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Introduction to the Scripture

Today’s scripture is a story of Jesus’s encounter with a Roman centurion, a high level infantry
commander, who asks Jesus to heal an ill slave in his household. Or, weirdly, this is a complete lack of
an encounter: they don’t ever meet in this telling of the story, wedged in a sequence of conversations
and encounters about Jesus’s authority. So, pay attention to who has authority here… who has the
upper hand… Mostly, the gospels are stories of Jesus offering service to those who wouldn’t normally
rate, or of the “powers that be” not getting that they should be paying homage to Jesus, actually.

So pay attention to who’s supposed to be in charge, who actually is, and who’s who in all the note
passing in this story of a holy visit that never was…

Sermon
A sermon in two acts…maybe.

Negotiating a Visit

Jesus turns the world around him upside down.
A Roman centurion doesn’t worry about his slaves health.
A Roman centurion has no use for a poor Jew from Nazareth.
A Roman centurion doesn’t need approval or a letter of reference from Jewish elders.
All of these things happen anyway.

All of the asking, sending, visiting, humbling… it’s all upside down for the powers of the world in which
Jesus lived and breathed.

And Jesus’s response? Not what a Jewish messiah is supposed to do either. Not supposed to jump to
help a Roman, worse a Roman soldier, worse a Roman soldier with a slave we can only assume is
Jewish.

The Gospel of Luke over and over again tells us Jesus’s ministry crosses borders. That it pays
attention to women, widows, children, foreigners, tax collectors… all those who are supposed to be
outside. But would any of us easily lump a rich military commander of an invading and occupying
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force into the Jesus’s story of going to the “unlikely”? I mean, this guy is really unlikely.

Not to worry, though! Jesus never actually gets to the shlub’s house! Because of this most unlikely,
upside message relayed from the centurion’s friends: “I’m not worthy to have you come into my
house.” Really astute church-y folk will recognize the centurion’s line which has been adapted into the
communion liturgy of the Catholic Church, right before the congregation receives: “Lord, I am not
worthy to receive you, but only say the word, and I shall be healed.”

So a note on healing. I truly believe that people experienced wonders of health and life in their
experience of Jesus, and that people still do. But we also have to be careful when talking about
healing in a purely medical sense, because we know there are so many we love, so many we pray for,
so many we long to see healed who are not.

One of the most profound “symptoms” of any illness, loss of ability or cognition, is disconnection.
Even more in the time of Jesus: illness cut off a household from the wider community. To visit a house
under such an illness was to open yourself up to it.

So Jewish Elders, friends, all these people speak to the ways in which this centurion has deeply
connected himself to the community in which he lives… because they stand willing to try and connect
him and his house to the outside world. And Jesus? He goes on the move… to visit.

This is an ancient, church-y practice: visiting. Visiting in times of disconnection to testify to the
community’s presence, and to God’s even in the midst. Here in our church this work is done by many
people, and not just the pastors, particularly Lay Parish Visitors. (Meet them!)

Of course, in this case, the visit is interrupted. One of the things I’ve been laughing about this week:
This story just goes to show, nobody ever thinks their house is clean enough for the pastor to visit.
I live in the pastor’s house, and I know I’m terrified my house isn’t clean enough for you all, let alone
Jesus.

The Soldier’s Home

So about this soldier’s home we never get to see…

This is Memorial Day weekend, and as a country we remember those whose lives were lost in military
service as we have since 1868. It has been powerful for me to watch my own generation absorb the
impact of our modern wars. We now have a new

As a chaplain in a hospital one summer, I met a generation of World War II veterans wrestling in good
and faithful ways with the stories of their lives in their last days. They felt Memorial Day in a way that I
simply cannot. Because let’s face it, Memorial Day is not for me. It is, in fact, not for those whose
service it honors. It is for those who served alongside… Who remember.

It is a tender and important truth I try to share as I help families prepare services for their loved ones
who have died: funerals are for the living. There are no magic words from the pastor that are required
for those loved ones to be enfolded into God’s eternal love. What we strive to do is to lift the living
memory of those who have passed into the great narrative and memory of our communal lives.



Memorial Day is for people who remember, not a vague sense of service, but faces, names, people
who they served with. And Memorial Day is for us to reach out and honor that remembering in our
midst.

They feel Memorial Day differently. So, too, do the thousands of returning soldiers from Iraq,
Afghanistan…

So, on this day, I hope that we are not insisting on the “house being cleaned up” before we can visit
with those who have served, and those who are remembering.

This week, I watched a talk from Sebastian Junger, a documentary filmmaker who embedded with the
U.S. Army at a small outpost in Afghanistan. But his talk wasn’t about the experience there, it was his
reflections on the challenges that soldiers, sailors, marines, and airmen face when they get home. War,
surely in its violence and its chaos is disconnection… but

“He didn’t miss violence, he missed connection… he missed brotherhood.”  We can almost hear the
centurion’s call out to the solidarity “I say to one under my command, go, and he goes…” His plea is
not just one of authority, but of mutual responsibility and connection.

So, those of us who live so comfortably under the care of those who volunteer to serve owe it to those
who have felt both the disconnection of war and the deep connection of service… to make sure we
don’t need them to “clean up” before we get to visit with them… to make sure that we are open to all
the connection and holiness of sharing their stories.

I know that this scripture says that a powerful healing happened by this visit that never was. Maybe
the healing was in the connection between Romans and Jews in this small town, just as it was of a
slaves health. But I can’t help but wonder what more could have happened if Jesus walked through
the door… if the centurion had felt free to say: here’s my mess, come and visit anyway.

Let’s worry less about worthiness, invite someone over, with all their mess, and Jesus in tow, let them
see who you are, accept the gift they have to offer, and offer yours to them. Sometimes we’re worthy,
sometimes we’re not, come in anyway. Join us. Connect us. Heal us. Amen.
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